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How non-video sites can employ video for SEO 
Abstract: Video will become the medium of choice for web users in the coming years, so even “non-video” 
sites should incorporate video into their offerings. However, successfully gaining natural search traffic to 
video content is easier said than done. 

INTRODUCTION 
On December 18, 2008, TechCrunch reported Comscore’s findings on YouTube’s place within the online 
search market. According to the data, were YouTube separate from Google it would be the second largest 
search engine in the world. 

The article highlights Google’s death grip on the search engine market, but deep insights are also provided 
concerning online video. YouTube received approximately 2.5 billion on-site searches in November, around 
7.2 searches per unique visitor. For a site focused on viral content, that’s a huge amount of searching taking 
place. And on-site searches have risen by about 40 percent over the previous year (we estimate 5 searches 
per unique for YouTube in November 2007). 

Within the second half of 2008, website rating services Alexa and Quantcast both show Veoh and Metacafe, 
two other large video sharing sites, converging in terms of traffic. Veoh – a site oriented toward discovery 
through programming – is falling while Metacafe – a site oriented toward search – is rising. 

Over the same period, Alexa (admittedly, not always reliable) shows YouTube’s global daily reach slipped 
from 20 percent in June (an astonishing number implying that one out of every five  Internet users visited 
YouTube daily) to around 17 percent today. 

When examined collectively, what are the implications of these metrics? We’d posit the following: a) in the 
same they look for everything else online, web users are increasingly turning to search to look for video, 
and b) web video consumption is starting to fragment. 

YouTube has benefited from network effects not just from being the first video site to hit critical mass but 
from the weakness of video search, which created barriers to users going elsewhere. YouTube is to online 
video what AOL was in the mid-nineties to connectivity (or Yahoo in 2000 to general purpose content). 
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But that “all things to all people” leadership is extremely hard to sustain. As more and more sites include 
video and find ways to incorporate search engine optimization (SEO) practices around it, search players will 
overhaul their technologies to try to win share. Fragmentation will increase regardless, and video 
consumption will be as distributed and accessible as other content. While there will always be text, pictures 
and other flat content, user preferences will tilt toward video as the consumption medium of choice. 

Since video SEO is an essential skill set for the future, the following outlines an harmonious approach to 
video content and search strategy.  

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIDEO & TEXT SEO 
Video indexing is primitive relative to what we’ve come to expect from search engine spiders with regards to 
text-based content. This remains a challenge in the current environment. As a result, video content is 
generally evaluated using the same algorithms developed for text content. 

Since video by nature has less readable text than textual HTML pages do, video content starts at a 
disadvantage. Video SEO is a rookie boxer getting into the ring with heavyweights that have been fighting 
(read: building rank) for 10 years. 

Despite the challenges, it’s still good to be fighting in the center ring, namely universal search results. And. 
video has a couple punches of its own to throw. Let’s focus on those points of differentiation between video 
and text. 

No duplicate content 
Since search spiders cannot physically watch videos (nor is there any “fingerprinting” technology in use for 
video yet), search algorithms are unable to apply duplicative content penalties to videos. In other words, the 
same video when repurposed over several sites can rank multiple times for the same keyword. Until this is 
changed (if ever), the ability to increase coverage within search results in this manner makes video content 
syndication even more. 

In its most extreme form, this can create “roadblocking,” whereby the same video syndicated to multiple 
sites dominates the search results. As discussed in more detail below, this creates strong rationale for 
partnerships around video content. 

Thumbnails in results 
Although still elusive, use of video can enable thumbnails to appear next to search results. While there has 
not been definitive research done, common sense dictates that this has a positive impact on click-through 
rates. 

As consumers grow more comfortable scrolling through search results to find their desired destinations, the 
search marketer’s focus can shift from an obsession with the top slot to driving consistent traffic growth (a 
theme we believe applies to all SEO).  
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Though these are the major differentiators, SEO success of video content requires a broad range of tactics. 
Traffic and on-site conversion can only be realized through understanding video’s place within natural 
search and its application to search strategy. 

RULES FOR GROWING SEARCH TRAFFIC WITH VIDEO CONTENT  
Here are our key points for building on-site traffic around video content. Below are different options for 
integrating video and strategies for each. Building traffic to YouTube and video sharing sites is also briefly 
touched upon. 

Create a video sitemap with thumbnails. 
Google and others allow for the submission of video sitemaps or video media RSS feeds, which give the 
bots video specific information. This enables videos to appear in video-specific search results. Additionally, 
these sitemaps support universal search results and, therefore, are an important element in your overall 
video SEO strategy. 

Create pages focused on your videos.  
Since universal search results link to pages (as opposed to pictures, videos or other objects), rather than 
simply integrating video onto a page, you want a unique page for the video itself. Link to these new pages 
from elsewhere on your site; how much you link depends on the importance of video to your strategy and 
the opportunity you perceive. 

This is an investment of your site’s link value, which may take time to pay off.  

Include within a URL the most important keywords, as well as the word “video.” 
Given the typical lack of flat content, a strong URL is, perhaps, the most critical success driver for video 
content. An ideal URL would be structured similarly to this:  www.videosrus.com/flyfishing-howto-video. 

Support the video with keyword-rich text and on-page Meta data (everything you would do in text-
based SEO). 
This is SEO 101. Add as much relevant text as possible, featuring the appropriate keywords on the page 
itself and within the page title and description tags. Where possible, the content should be original and not 
repurposed.  

Put the transcript in the video file, separately on the page or both. 
A transcript of video content is a great way to gain that indexable text. Transcripts reflect natural speech 
and tend to mimic search terms, which substantially aids keyword optimization. 

A note of caution for syndicators: since transcripts are text and subject to duplicate content penalties, we 
believe only one site should make use of the transcript. 
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Develop linking relationships with sites that have a credible, relevant video presence.  
Some in traditional SEO question the worth of trying to actively acquire links and believe all efforts should 
be directed at site structure and content. With regards to video, this theory is (as of the moment) entirely off-
base. Focus on links.  

Make sure in-file Meta data is complete for all videos. 
Many video formats allow Meta data to be attached directly to the file, i.e., filename, duration, height, and 
width. This information is helpful to search spiders as they become better at detecting multimedia content.  

Ajax, Flash and Javascript 
Including a Flash player on a page is not an excuse to code the entire page in Ajax, Flash or Javascript. 
These additional blind spots will compound the page’s “nakedness” as it appears to search spiders.  While 
Google and Adobe are working to make Flash indexable, it’s still best to contain the Flash player within an 
HTML page. 

While these tactics focus on on-site video, sites are actually leveraging video in very different ways. This 
diversity is encouraged by the technical and creative complexity of the medium.  

FORMS OF INTEGRATING VIDEO  
Once you decide to have a video presence, consider the following questions when determining how to 
execute: 

1. Are you going to build your presence primarily on YouTube (or other video sharing sites) or on your 
own site?  

2. Are you going to create content or leverage only third party content? 
3. Assuming you build video presence on site, will you use a licensed or self-made video? Or will you 

use embedded players from video sharing sites? 

These questions are all interrelated. So let’s explore the consequences of each decision.  

Primarily building a presence on YouTube 
For the past three years, online video has been dominated by people uploading content to video sharing 
sites and trying to get as many content views as possible. This phenomenon is a testament both to the 
technical challenges of working with video as well as the fact that “YouTube is where the people are.” 

While that environment is perfect for some applications (home movies and aspiring directors), the effort 
required to succeed on YouTube may not make a lot of sense for many business applications, especially 
where there is a robust existing web presence. If there is land to grab in video SEO, building up traffic on 
YouTube may be an ineffective way to capture it. 

Moreover, the rules for success on YouTube have little in common with SEO success. Instead, it may be 
more beneficial to focus on on-site activities to gain search traction. 
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Third party content using an embedded player from a video sharing site  
If you are going to use purely third party content and are confident the content is available for embedding, 
you can pursue the cheapest, simplest video solution: redesign existing (or new) pages to support the 
embedded player in the page layout. 

Other than the labor involved, this approach is free. It does, however, have downsides: 

• Repurposed third party content is not truly scalable. Each video will have to be manually coded into 
individual pages. 

• If the content owner removes the video, the player on your pages will break. 
• Advanced functionality such as playlists typically will not be available. 
• The page look-and-feel will have to conform to the player, rather than the video conforming to page 

design. 
• Assuming the bots become savvy about reading and ascribing value to a video’s original source, this 

structure is unlikely to generate long-term value. 
• By avoiding the issues around hosting and streaming, you’ll save money but not really learn how 

video works. 

From a video SEO perspective, this strategy is at best dabbling. While it’s a fine place to start, there is no 
direct path from here to advanced forms of video integration.  

Developing original content and using a video sharing site for hosting and playback 
Technically, this really isn’t that different from the option above. Though if you upload the videos yourself, 
you’ll at least know the owner won’t pull them down and break your video pages.  

On the other hand, you will create some interesting self-competition dynamics. Every video you host on 
your site will also be available on the video sharing site, which is probably a bigger site than your own. The 
sharing site has a decent chance of ranking for your video and may even receive a thumbnail. Since the 
video is also embeddable by design, other sites can grab it and also compete with you for traffic.  

Forrester (link below) encourages this strategy because your videos can rank well in SEO – albeit most 
likely via YouTube. For that reason, affordability is the main benefit of this strategy.  

Licensing or building a player for on-site use 
Once you’ve decided to take control of your site’s video infrastructure, you must determine what parts of 
that infrastructure to own and what parts to license or partner with others to deliver. Vendors like Brightcove, 
Maven (part of Yahoo) and ExpoTV – focusing solely on product-related video – can license such a player. 
These vendors can also provide the ancillary infrastructure including hosting, streaming and reporting. 

Alternatively, you can build from the ground up. Here are a couple key considerations for video player 
development: 
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• Don’t get caught up in the video player itself.  People tend to get excited about what player to use. 
It’s a tangible manifestation of your decisions and, therefore, gets a fair amount of attention. In 
reality, there are hundreds of video players and they aren’t hard to create. 

There are no network benefits around any particular player. The Brightcove player is not indexed 
more frequently or more browser-friendly than any other Flash player. 

Players are essentially a commodity. As you develop your own video player, ask yourself two 
questions: does it do what you need it to do today, and is it flexible enough to do what you might 
need it to do tomorrow? 

• Be aware of video’s separate infrastructure. The reason that video outsourcing appears to have 
gained traction is probably less to do with video’s complexity and more to do with how that 
complexity leads to parallel infrastructure. In many ways, video exists apart from other Internet 
components. While your IT director may say, “I can build it,” (and he/she’s probably right), you must 
decide whether or not it’s an efficient use of resources. 

From the SEO perspective, the success of your proposed video content solution depends greatly on 
maintaining the flexibility to apply the rules of proper optimization. An inflexible vendor will be as 
sub-optimal as an IT department that gets themselves too far beyond their capabilities to deliver.  
The right answer for you will be specific to your situation.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Throughout this discussion, we’ve covered a lot of territory in an attempt to give business owners the broad 
perspective need to decide whether to invest in video, and, if so, to what degree. A strategic approach 
encompassing all of the rules of video traffic growth can help maximize impact and performance. 
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ADDITIONAL READING & RESOURCES: 
Video POV by Razorfish 
Available by request 
 
TechCrunch Article on YouTube & Searches 
ComScore: YouTube Now 25 Percent Of All Google Searches 
 
Video SEO Presentation from ReelSEO (see embedded presentation) 
http://www.reelseo.com/website-video-seo/ 
 
Additional Tips for Designing Websites to be Video SEO Friendly from ReelSEO 
http://www.reelseo.com/video-seo-tips-website-design/ 
 
The Easiest Way to a First-Page Ranking on Google 
http://blogs.forrester.com/marketing/2009/01/the-easiest-way.html 

http://www.techcrunch.com/2008/12/18/comscore-youtube-now-25-percent-of-all-google-searches/

